Talent Challenge:

The Business Transformation
BA shortgage in East Anglia
Background
The last few years have seen the emergence of an Insurance hub in East Anglia with the likes
of AXA, Willis and Hiscox all setting up offices in the area. Similar hubs have also developed in
other areas of the country such as the Surrey/Hampshire region. These hubs are the result of
Insurance companies realising that it is expensive to have all their back office functions in prime
space in the City of London so they have been gradually moved out in a series of cost efficiency
drives.
The advantages of moving to locations near similar companies are many and one of the benefits
should be a growing pool of local talent. But as these hubs grow, in the short term they are
placing too much demand on the highly skilled local talent and a skills shortage is arising in
certain niches. One such niche is Business Analysts (BAs) in East Anglia. There has been
a growing demand in this region for Business Analysts with either Insurance or technology
backgrounds and the shortage is impacting companies’ success at hiring.

Our study
To help our clients understand the nature of the problem, we researched the Business Analyst
market in the East Anglia hub. We established the size of the BA talent pool within a 35 mile
radius from Ipswich, which included Norwich, Colchester, Chelmsford and their surrounding
areas.

The findings
The results showed that the business analyst pool was much smaller than clients had previously
appreciated and we further established the scarcity of talent with specific business analyst
skillsets that were sought after. Many BAs that have been working locally for smaller companies
have no formal training and frequently have undertaken a BA/PM hybrid role. Many also lack
large corporate experience, a requirement for many of the companies that have relocated to the
region.
We also explored which companies were seeking to hire BAs in the region and it became clear
that there was considerable demand for the already limited talent pool. High demand and scarce
resource has had the following effects:
•
•
•
•

Talent shortage
Creation of a candidate driven market, meaning candidates can control negotiations
Remuneration packages pushed upwards
In such a small community people’s experiences are quickly shared,
making brand reputation key

Certain locations had greater numbers of BAs but unsurprisingly these were often areas with
the highest concentration of companies looking to hire BAs. Although it demonstrates that BAs
are prepared to move where the jobs are, in the current state of heightened demand this is little
comfort to companies needing to hire right now.
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For companies the challenge becomes twofold. Not only are they trying to attract the best
talent in a limited market, but they also need to be sure that they retain their existing top talent.
The response of some companies has been to push up the upper end of the salary bracket for
experienced BAs in an effort to make it harder for other companies to attract the best BAs away.
Their retention success means that the talent pool will shrink further and the pressure on salary
increases will be conflated.

The solutions

So what can companies do to ensure that they are in the strongest position to win the best BAs
in East Anglia? There are a variety of measures that can be taken, some are quick and easy that
can be implemented straightaway, some are more long-term measures. All of them will produce
positive results.
Flexible working - this will allow BAs with the right level of experience to commute from further
afield. Flexi working (either working from home or flexible hours) is an attractive benefit to many
people trying to find a better work/life balance and will place companies at an advantage in the
BA talent war.
Attraction of junior talent - good talent is an investment and in the long term, companies may
benefit from building relationships with the local universities and colleges to attract young talent
into the company. Offering internships or mentoring schemes can be a great way of fostering
good will and building up loyalty to a particular company as well as giving companies the
opportunity to nurture promising talent.
Brand perception - companies need to work hard to attract the talent that is out there. It’s
imperative that brand reputation is maintained and strong, local marketing campaigns will help
this. Bad experiences are often more shared in the candidate community than good ones, so
companies need to be prepared to be reflective and honest about the image they convey. It’s
also important to keep benchmarking salaries and other benefits against similar companies on a
regular basis to make sure that offers remain competitive.
Interview process - a quick win but in a candidate driven marketplace, it’s important to set up
interviews swiftly and give candidates timely and detailed feedback or risk losing them to a
competitor.
Mind set - in a candidate scarce market, it can be invaluable to be a little more open minded
about key criteria. A good recruitment consultancy will know its clients well and will only put
forward CVs if they know the candidates are the best in the marketplace and relevant. So trust
the consultant and review the CVs with the intention of interviewing.

Conclusion

Our research identified a clear shortage in the BA market in East Anglia but by understanding
this shortage and its implications, we believe that this scarcity of talent can be overcome by
companies adopting more innovative approaches to their hiring. Companies that are prepared
to invest locally and show a commitment to the area, as well as offering competitive benefits
packages will attract good candidates. Those candidates will be a combination of invested local
talent and in time, talent from further afield that is prepared to relocate to the area. Gradually the
talent pool will be increased, alleviating the shortage and expanding the quality of the existing
talent pool.
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